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Reviewer’s report:

Minor Essential Revisions.

This study would be interesting to the readers regarding the medical applications of vocal features in Sasang Constitutional Medicine.

However, authors should revise the manuscript before considering being published, for such issues as follows;

1. Basically, the contents of study (vocal features and Sasang Constitutional Medicine) would be relatively difficult to understand for general readers. Then, this manuscript was not written as an easy way to follow their study. So, I strongly suggest to add a "flow chart" of study in method session.

2. The current abstract didn't show the clear summary of study question, method, finding, and conclusion. For example, the method part of abstract omitted important information such as participants. Please make an abstract simple and impactful, but comprehensive.

3. Discussion should be revised, regarding clinical applications as well as its limitations.

Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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